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Thesis Points:
•

Expectations of slowing growth may be proven
wrong due to refocalized strategy

•

The bullish housing market will drive revenues up

•

The diversification of WSM products is a strength
the company will benefit from in 2016

Company Description:
Williams-Sonoma Inc. is a consumer retail company that sells kitchenwares, home furnishings and food. Most of its
products are French inspired. The company is mostly established in the United States but has a presence in North
America, Europe, Middle East and is expanding in South Africa and the Philippines, through both company owned stores
and franchises. The company operates more than 600 stores with 26,800 employees for a total revenue of $4.4 Billion.
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Thesis
WSM is a company with an increasing presence inside
and outside the USA. Due to a weak 2015 growth,
expectations have been lowered for the company, but
chances are those expectations are actually wrong. The
company can benefit from the diversification and quality
of its products as well as its partnerships and a bullish
housing market to secure a higher growth than
forecasted. While 2015 have shown different WSM
problems such as the distribution of their products, the
company has made the necessary changes that will drive
its growth in 2016 and 2017.

Industry Outlook
WSM revenues may directly be impacted by the housing
market growth, in effect as a seller of mostly indoor and
outdoor home furniture, it has a tie with the housing
market. While interest rates are not expected to increase
tremendously during 2016, there has been a noted
tendency of an increase in housing occupancy which
means more and more persons get a house, and this
trend is forecasted to keep growing in 2016 and 2017,
along a slight expected increase in home price. 2016 and
2017 should therefore have a positive impact on WSM
sales. Moreover the strong actual dollar coupled with low
oil prices have increased consumer confidence, with an
expected consequences of an increase in their spending.

Management
The company is focused on delivering outstanding
quality products with big added value, WSM is also
implied in offering fair wages and working conditions in
its factories and stores. Because the company does not
have agents and vendor and distribution type of
relations, it can eliminate several layers of cost and offer
lower price compared to the competition. The company
is focused on providing a safe and caring work
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environment as its people are mostly those that create
the experience to the customers and will drive the sales.
The company has been rated 3.9 stars out of 5 on the
website Indeed by 700 different employees which
highlights that the company has and shows overall a
positive image.

Products
The company operate several brands and offers a wide
range of products under different names which are
Williams-Sonoma, Williams-Sonoma Home, Pottery
Barn, Pottery Barn Kids, PBTeen, Rejuvenation, and
Mark and Graham. Those products includes home and
kitchen furnishings, modern housewares, personalized
gifts for both children, young adults, and families. The
company is targeting a wide range of age demographics
in order to keep a strong brand name and keep its loyal
customers as they evolve with time. Those products are
offered with best-in-class services, and WSM values
timeless designs and superior quality at a compelling
value. The diversity of its products and the quality of
services coupled to skilled labor gives an edge and a sort
of personalized experience to customers that can only
benefit the company.

Company Strategy
With its direct sourcing, the company has an edge over
conventional retailers, and help the company afford
consistent high level of quality for both food and
furnitures from construction to engineered packaging.
The company is planning on expanding internationally
through franchises. The company is implanted in 9
countries outside the US with 69 stores and plans to
have a presence in 35 countries within 10 years, and is
already developing its company-owned businesses in the
UK and in Australia. WSM also has partners in the
Middle East, Mexico, the UK and the Philippines, and
recently developed a partnership in South Africa with
Ram Brands.
To lower more its costs WSM is starting to regionalize its
supply chain. The company has opened a new
distribution center in the state of Georgia to offer faster
and lower-cost deliveries. Several other distribution
centers are planned to be opened on the West Coast, the
Midwest, the Southeast and on the East Coast.
Furthermore WSM is planning on closing stores which
costs are deemed too high to focus on retail stores that
offer a high valuable experience to the customers in
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strategic points. WSM is presently expanding its West
Elm presence with the opening of 18 stores in 2015 and
plan to open 13 stores in 2016

Financials
WSH has had a relatively weak 2015 year with its gross
margin lowered by 120 points from 38.3% to 37.1%
which impacted the EBITDA margin and the Net
Income margin. Those numbers must have been those
dragging the stock down as the investors had foreseen
during the year that the company had had an increase in
its operating cost. At the same time, the earnings call last
month has been the occasion for WSM to show that the
company was about to cut costs thus it is to be expected
that the company will have better margins for the
coming year, thanks for example to the development of
distribution centers, capital expenditures in 2016 will
amount 200 million of dollars. There is still some
indicators that the company is doing well, the dividend
payaout ratio has been increased from 40.59% to
42.02%, and the return on Equity has increased from
24.90% to 25.59% while the ROIC has increased from
24.09% to 24.64% showing that the company even with
weaker results than impacted is still profitable.

Conclusion
To conclude, forecasts are merely pessismistic on WSM
due to a poor performance in 2015 but the company has
what it takes to show growth in 2016 and 2017, the
company does not have any indicators that would
suggest that it gets worse on that time, therefore it seems
logical that the stock price can only increase. Through a
valuation of the company with discounting its cash
flows, WSM has presently an intrinsic value of $62.50
and a target price at $68.96, a 18.3% return over a year.
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